Will Alsop Designs Apartment Tower on Stilts for London’s South Bank

Led by Will Alsop, aLL Design's funky apartment tower will soon add a whole lot of interest to London’s south bank. The tubular building, which tapers at the bottom and top, will rise above an existing four-storey building on purple stilts and be adorned with corten steel cladding, brightly colored balconies, and irregular rounded windows. Each apartment will include two balconies overlooking the River Thames and the neighboring heliport – bringing about the name “Heliport Heights.” To learn more about the lively design, keep reading after the break.

The elevated 15-storey tower will contain 14 apartment units, 13 of which will occupy one...
The penthouse unit will occupy the two uppermost floors and have a large rooftop terrace. The curving walls of the building will create flats of varying sizes with beautiful panoramic views and lend to a more slender and appealing overall form.

The existing building beneath the tower will be renovated without displacing its existing inhabitants to provide space for resident parking stalls. To add visual interest at the street level, the ground floor will also contain a small art gallery with a large display window and...
projector wall. A polished stainless steel pod located on the second floor will float above this public space, mirroring life below, and be available to let to the public as a conference room.
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mike kane • 5 months ago
kebab!

Ralph Kent • 5 months ago
Have a look at Alsop's twitter feed. A few months back he uploaded a page from his Moleskine on which he attempted to define 'cool'. Just to forewarn you, his definition included 'hip' and, erroneously, 'style'. Truly desperate stuff - the blog entry & this latest effort. Stick to the 'art', Will old bean.

Aaron • 5 months ago
spongebob's pineapple under the sea.

jon bowles • 5 months ago
totally out of context with everything but probably just as well. typical 'fun' from Alsop albeit his ego on display motivated by starritechure motives at the risk of the obvious.

papou • 5 months ago
Que dire?

michael snoek • 5 months ago
...what an architectonic nightmare and aggressive eyesore.....

Mrswoo • 5 months ago
What he said.
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